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Text Enhance

•Overview: Text Enhance uses generative AI to assist in writing business content in NetSuite. It's designed 
to create, refine, and adjust content to the appropriate length for various needs.

•Functionality: Leveraging information from the editing page, Text Enhance can generate descriptions for 
inventory items, among other content, tailoring details and tone according to the usage context, like sales 
or purchase descriptions.

•Availability: Enabled by default, its accessibility might be limited based on the account's features, 
location, and language. Administrators can manage its use .



Text Enhance



Favorites Feature Available in Dropdown Lists

•Functionality: Users can mark up to five favorite items in Customer Add Multiple and Items fields on sales 
orders, enhancing efficiency by allowing the selection of favorite items directly.

•Configuration: To use this feature, enable it through Set Preferences > General. Favorites are personal to 
each user's account and role .
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NetSuite Pay Now Available
•Introduction: NetSuite Pay, as a managed SuiteApp version 1.0.0, facilitates integrated payment 
processing, including credit card transactions across various platforms, ensuring PCI-compliant data 
security.

•Benefits: Provides a comprehensive view of customer transaction history and detailed audit tracking 
while securing payment card data.

•Implementation: Available for installation post-provisioning by a NetSuite account manager .



SuiteTax Now Generally Available

•Details: SuiteTax, previously a hidden feature requiring activation, is now generally available, simplifying 
the tax management process.

•Activation: Administrators can enable SuiteTax via Setup > Company > Enable Features > Tax subtab. It 
applies account-wide and cannot be reversed once enabled.

•Features: Includes prerequisites for enabling and details on records and transactions migration to 
SuiteTax .



Ship Central Enhancements
•Enhancements: The release introduces several new capabilities for Ship Central, expected by spring 2024, 
including insurance addition to shipments, delivery confirmation, package code viewing for selection, 
residence shipping indications, ship manifest generation, rate shopping on the NetSuite UI, subsidiary-
specific shipping preferences, FedEx Ground Collect third-party billing, Saturday delivery options, and 
address validation settings.

•Key Features: Each enhancement aims to streamline shipping operations, provide more flexibility in 
shipping options, and enhance user experience in managing shipments .



Other areas of enhancements to note
•Manufacturing
•CPQ 
•Warehouse Management
•Inventory Management



Thank you!

cory.anderson@stratoserppartners.com
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